Slides notes removed from presentation:
Slide 1: none
Slide 2:
Still ongoing funded until 2022Strategic focus on reducing “negative destinations”
Intensive engagement work done 1st 12 months after leaving school
Also some young people fall out of positive destination due to additional support needs/barriers
Gap in engagement between 17 and 18 ½ years
Slide 3:
222 females 305 males 528 total
105 into higher education, 113 into employment,105 employment training, 41 into Activity
Agreements, 125 accessed (engaged with) mainstream services (e.g SDS), 33 CSCS cards, 13
volunteering, 12 work placements, 20 received a qualification, 6 re-engaged with school. 502
outcomes accumualtive. 242 individuals 46% of all individuals achieved at least one outcome.
Engaged with 528 individuals and 502 outcomes were achieved giving a 95% outcome completion
rate.
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Slide 5:
Create an employability safety net by working intensively in a single neighbourhood to engage young
people who are disengaged from employability provision
Utilising Community Renewal community engagement methodologies including:
Street work and pizza nights
Youth networking
Home visits
Family engagement
Holistic assessment
Long term case management approach
Activity embedded within strategic and on-the-ground partnership
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Employability support- weekly 1-1 employability support for anyone in the age group but particularly
targeting school leavers, care experienced young people, criminal justice involved young people,
young people affected by homelessness or accommodation issues, young parents, young carers and
young people experiencing mental wellbeing challenges.
Weekly 1-1 support in a safe, confidential environment. These sessions are designed in agreement
with the young person as to what they would like to talk about, how long these sessions should
continue for and the style that these sessions should take.
Home Visit support- open to anyone but priority for young people struggling to leave the house or
attend projects due to difficulties around mental wellbeing.
CSCS training, 5 year card and Personal Protective Equipment (age 16+) Young people are supported
to learn the terminology and knowledge needed to pass the CSCS Health & Safety Day and exam.
The health and safety day takes place regularly in our Muirhouse office.
Basic Food Hygiene- young people can undergo a Food Hygiene Training For All CPD certified module
complete with certificate. This module can be completed on a 1-1 basis and would suit all young

people but particularly those with an interest in volunteering or employment in the hospitality
industry or those in or moving into their own tenancy.
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The journey is led by the young person and can cover anything, the above is just an example of some
areas we support in. The main point is that the Young Person does not have to navigate the different
services alone. We work with them until they start to feel that they can do it without support.
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222 females 305 males 528 total
105 into higher education, 113 into employment,105 employment training, 41 into Activity
Agreements, 125 accessed (engaged with) mainstream services (e.g SDS), 33 CSCS cards, 13
volunteering, 12 work placements, 20 received a qualification, 6 re-engaged with school. 502
outcomes accumulative. 242 individuals 46% of all individuals achieved at least one outcome.
Engaged with 528 individuals and 502 outcomes were achieved.
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